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Abstract
The students' understanding about direct current concepts of Electric Circuits has been extensively investigated in secondary schools as well as in Universities. At the S
ao Carlos Institute
of Physics/University of S
ao Paulo (IFSC/USP), for more than 10 years, our group has been researching the Electricity and Magnetism Laboratory Course to Engineering students. Similarly to
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reported in literature, we also observed that students often nish Physics classes with less understanding of Physics concepts than we expected. In this paper, we present an investigation of
students' diculties about direct current concepts of Electric Circuits. In addition, this research
was used as a guide for development and evaluation of the Electricity and Magnetism laboratory
classes. Our research was initiated on 2006, with a question similarly to developed by McDermott
to investigate students' conceptual understanding of Direct Current Electric Circuits. This question
was applied to students of Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) areas, after
students attended the theoretical and laboratory courses. They had to order light bulbs according to
brightness in three dierent electric circuits to answer the question. Only about 13,0 % of students
answered correctly, which agreed to result in other countries and inspired us to restructure the
Laboratory Guide. Our new guide was inquiry-based with some activities adapted from Tutorials in
Introductory Physics and others developed in a prediction-observation-explanation form. The same
question was used as pre and post-test and the average percentage of students who got the maximum score was about 47,0 %. We also have been using the Determining and Interpreting Resistive
Electric Circuit Concepts Test (DIRECT), which is composed by a 29-multiple choice questions,
that can be grouped in conceptual objectives, allowing us to identify specic conceptual diculties.
We proposed many modications in the students' guide, after analyzing their answers and some
of them we managed to improve, like those related to resistance and current. On the other hand,
less than 50,0 % of students could answer correctly some questions related to the concepts of power
and voltage in the post-test, even after our eorts to improve learning in this aspect. We have been
able to help students overcome known conceptual diculties with the proposal of new activities,
but some diculties are still a challenge to be outgrown. This fact has shown us that research
for improving practice is fundamental to overcome persisting diculties and it is a long-term and
constant action. Also, using dierent resources such as homework activities on the internet, videos
and computer simulations have shown to be useful supplementary tools.
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1. Introduction

Literature on college physics students' understanding converges that traditionally taught
courses do little to improve students' understanding of the central concepts of physics1-3 .
Often, even in the laboratory courses is observed that students follow a script in which they
are not encouraged to think about their own actions. This kind of laboratory, based in transmission model (also called cookbook style), is highly ineective for teaching twenty-rst
century competencies and skills. To develop higher-order skills, individuals must engage in
meaningful inquiry-based learning4 .
In the last decades, researches in Physics teaching have given special attention to Direct
Current (DC) Electric Circuits, which is studied in high school and in college. It is consensus
that students still show some conceptual diculties, even after attending to Physics' lectures and laboratories1-3,5-7 . The DC Electric Circuits plays a signicant role in curriculum
of Engineering students. In the National Curricular Guidelines for Engineering Teaching8
(in Portuguese, Diretrizes Curriculares Nacionais para o Ensino de Engenharia, or simply
DCN), about 15 topics (approximately 30,0 % of the total course program) can be related
directly with the Electricity and Magnetism laboratory course, like Scientic and Technological Method, Physics, Math and Applied Electricity. Besides, in article 4, 13 several
competences and skills are dened as required to the professional in Engineering, of which
we highlight four, also related to Physics Lab:
• Apply Math, Physics, scientic, technological and instrumental knowledge to Engi-
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neering;
• To project and conduct experiments and interpret results;
• Critically evaluate the operation and maintenance of systems; and
• To communicate eciently in oral, written and graphical form.
In order to improve learning of fundamental concepts about DC Electric Circuits and
add other elements to students' intellectual development, the Electricity and Magnetism
Laboratory of our institution have been modied, making students active in their learning
processes. To do that, we adapted the Tutorials in Introductory Physics9 . Tutorials were
developed using inquiry activities in which students make predictions, observations e comparisons. In the end, they summarize their answer synthesizing reasoning by using evidences
and hypothesis. In these classes, students are guided through activities with emphasis in
discovery rather than in memorization. Thus, students can infer mathematical relations
between the variables involved in the phenomenon studied.
By these competences, skills and contents, dened in the DCN, we conclude that Physics
and specially the inquiry Physics Laboratory, has potential to develop the above-mentioned
points and is also a rich environment for learning research. The inquiry methodology oers
students the possibility to reect about problems and confront their predictions with results
acquired. Students can also propose new experiments so that their hypotheses are tested.
The data collection and analysis, was developed by the open question showed in Frame
1, adapted from McDermott and Shaer1 which is used as pre and post-test since 2009. To
analyze students' comprehension about specic concepts, we also have used the Determining
and Interpreting Resistive Electric Circuit Concepts Test 3 (DIRECT) since 2013. It is a
multiple-choice test, composed by 29 questions of which we used 28 questions. Researches
have shown us that students improved signicantly their skills after the laboratory classes,
although there are still some persistent diculties.
In this work, we highlight the most common students' diculties, comparing results of
pre and post-test, and comment about our actions to improve learning.
2. Methodology

The Electricity and Magnetism Laboratory lasts for one semester and has six classes,
four hours each. In each class, there are about 30 students, divided in 10 groups of three
students. They make six dierent practices along the laboratory.
The Laboratory Guide has a small introduction for each practice and questions that
follows a sequence of prediction-observation-explanation, in which students build relations
between variables involved in the model studied. At the end of each practice, there is a
list of exercises for students to consolidate and improve knowledge. The physics concepts
are introduced through the laboratory and experiments are made in a growing level of
complexity. Students are asked to discuss and register answers to experiments and, if there
is any diversion of opinion they also must register. Doubts related to each experiment or
section must be solved (through discussion between group members and monitored by the
Professor Assistant and the Professor) before proceeding with the experiment.
At the end of each practice, students have to make a report consisting in their answers
to the guide's questions, the data collected and explanations. The assessment is made by
those reports and 3 tests along the laboratory course.
To evaluate the guide, we applied the same question (Open Question) as pre and posttest in Frame 1. The post-test is applied three months after the laboratory's experimental
practice about DC circuits. We also have applied 28 of the 29 DIRECT's questions (the
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questions not used is about a subject not treated in the course).
Frame 1. Open Question, adapted from McDermott and Shaer1 .

The DIRECT was introduced by Engelhardt3 on her PhD thesis. The main objective of
this test is to provide a tool to measure the extent of conceptual understanding of students
regarding DC concepts. DIRECT's questions can be grouped in 11 learning objectives3 , as
showed in the Frame 2.
Comparing students' answers to pre and post-tests we are able to see if there was an
increase in the number of students who answered correctly each question. In this way, we
could map students' common diculties and propose new activities to improve learning.
Frame 2. DIRECT's objectives per question. Reproduced from Engelhardt3 .

Objective

Question Number

Physical Aspects of DC electric circuits (objectives 15)
(1) Identify and explain a short circuit (more current follows the
10, 19, 27
path of lesser resistance).
(2) Understand the functional two-endedness of circuit elements
9, 18
(elements have two possible points with which to make a connection).
(3) Identify a complete circuit and understand the necessity of
a complete circuit for current to ow in the steady state (some
charges are in motion but their velocities at any location are not
changing and there is no accumulation of excess charge anywhere
in the circuit).
Objectives 13 combined
27
(4) Apply the concept of resistance (the hindrance to the ow of
5, 14, 23
charges in a circuit) including that resistance is a property of the
object (geometry of object and type of material with which the
object is composed) and that in series the resistance increases as
more elements are added and in parallel the resistance decreases
as more elements are added.
(5) Interpret pictures and diagrams of a variety of circuits inclu4, 13, 22
ding series, parallel, and combinations of the two.
Circuit layout (objectives 13,5)
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Energy objectives (67)
(6) Apply the concept of power (work done per unit time) to a
2, 12
variety of circuits.
(7) Apply a conceptual understanding of conservation of energy
3, 21
including Kirchho's loop rule (ΣV=0 around a closed loop) and
the battery as a source of energy.
Current objectives (89) E
(8) Understand and apply conservation of current (conservation
8, 17
of charge in the steady state) to a variety of circuits.
(9) Explain the microscopic aspects of current ow in a circuit th1, 11, 20
rough the use of electrostatic terms such as electric eld, potential
dierences, and the interaction of forces on charged particles.
Potential dierence (voltage) (objectives 1011)
(10) Apply the knowledge that the amount of current is inuenced
7, 16, 25
by the potential dierence maintained by the battery and resistance in the circuit.
(11) Apply the concept of potential dierence to a variety of cir6, 15, 24, 28, 29
cuits including the knowledge that the potential dierence in a
series circuit sums while in a parallel circuit it remains the same.
Current and voltage (objectives 8 and 11)
26
3. Results

The results presented in this paper were collected from 2013 to 2017. A total of 494
students from dierent Engineering modalities were analyzed in our research. To organize
the discussion, we divided in two parts: adapted Open Question and DIRECT.
3.1. Open Question

In Open Question, students can freely write their answers and reasoning. We considered
correct only those who gave the proper explanation to their reasoning. Table 1 shows the
average results for these four years.
Table 1. The percentage average of students who answered correctly the question present
in Frame 1 in pre and post-test.
Question Pre( %) Post( %) ∆(Post-Pre)( %)
I
22,8
34,2
11,4
II
20,8
33,2
12,4
III
40,9
46,3
5,5
Students had a growth in all three questions. Among major misconceptions, students
have about circuits, they reason in ways that dier from scientic reasoning. The sequential
reasoning results in a before and after examination of the circuit. This fact could be
observed in the idea that the light bulb closest to the battery consumes current or voltage.
We noticed this misconception in the pre-test of several students, as shown below:

(Part I) A>B e C=D. A>B because A uses up the energy that was going to B. C=D,
because both receive the same current (Student 1).
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(Part II) A=C=D>B. A, C, D receives the same amount of current, but A uses up the
current (Student 2).
(Part III) A>C=D. A uses up part of the current that was going to C and D. Nevertheless, C and D receives the same amount of current (Student 3).
(Part III) A>C=D. A has more luminosity than C and D (that are the same). That is
because A oers more resistance, consuming part of the voltage (Student 4).
Other diculties that have been frequently veried, refer to the divided current between
the light bulbs, as the two statements below show:

(Part I) A=B; C=D. Series: A and B have the same current A/2 since the lamps are
identical (Student 5).
A = B. The current is divided A/2 equally since the lamps are identical. C = D The
current is equal to A in the two lamps (Student 6).
These nds indicate that when asked to reason qualitatively, students tend to approach
circuit problems gradually as opposed to considering it as a whole system, not applying a
consistent model.
As mentioned previously, in laboratory classes, students realize inquiry activities which
students make predictions, observations and comparisons. These activities help students
overcome misconceptions about electric circuits. An interesting point that we observed is
that students answer the post-test using more conceptual and argumentative justications
than they did in the pre-test, where answers were based on equations. It shows us that
students' qualitative argumentation has increased once they built a more complex reasoning.
These results are consistent with data observed in others researches1, 3, 10-13 . For instance,
McDermott and Schaer (1992)1 , similarly reported a produced higher achievement post-test
scores, more positive student attitudes, and higher levels of student persistence.
3.2. DIRECT

We compared correct answers in pre and post-tests of 494 students from dierent Engineering modalities, as shown in Graphic 1. Student's performance in post-test have improved
in almost all questions. Questions which less than 50,0 % of students answered correctly in
post-test are indicated by an arrow.
The Graphic 1 has the percentage of students who got right each of the questions, what
we call correct answers, and in the vertical axis and the number of the question is exhibited
in the horizontal axis.
To examine the results, we organized students' DIRECT responses according to the 11
learning objectives3 presented in Frame 2, as shown in Table 2. Questions in which students
exhibit diculties (questions which less than 50,0 % of students answered correctly in posttest) are related to objectives 6, 9 and 11.
Objective 6 (Questions 2 and 12) is about power and work, as show in Frame 3. Power
is not treated extensively in our laboratory and work is not even mentioned. It shows us
that we can map student's diculties even from lectures about Electricity and Magnetism,
once student's study them before the laboratory. The same can be said about objective
9 (Questions 1 and 11) (see Frame 3), which treats about microscopic aspects of electric
current, what can explain students decrease in post-test for question 11, once we interpret
their answers as guesses. These results provide an indication that research is a good way
to improve learning, since we have been mapping students' diculties for ten years and
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proposing activities to help students overcome them.
Question 21 requires students to analyze a schematic circuit and identify, among four
realist representations, which one is similar to the scheme. Student's diculties at this point
can be related to a struggle interpreting a schematic circuit in a life similar representation.
Indeed, the objective 11 has 6 questions related to it. In questions 23 and 27, the results
were not satisfactory.
Question 23 asks students to relate the increase in current to the potential dierence
of the battery. When they don't answer it correctly, it shows that they have diculties
understanding that potential dierence generates current, but not the opposite. In question
24 the dierence between pre and post-test scores is very similar and most of the students
got it right, so we don't focus on them in this work.
In question 27, students can't tell the potential dierence between two points in the
electric circuit, when there is an open switch. During the laboratory, students make experiments involving measurement of potential dierence in many similar circuits that the one
used in the question. We could notice that students struggle to get the right measurements,
what reinforce the idea that it is a dicult idea to be explored with them. We can notice that
their answer in post-test have decreased comparing to pre-test, showing that the activities
we proposed to help them only created more confusion and need to be restructured.

Graphic 1. Generic Graphic of the percentage of students who answered correctly each question.
The arrows indicate questions that less than 50 % of students answered correctly.

Table 2. Represents the percentage of correct answers in pre and in post-tests, according to
the objectives.
Objectives
2
3
4
5

Questions
9, 18, 26
26
5, 14, 22
4, 13, 21

Pre( %)
58,0
69,6
68,4
62,2

Post( %)
65,3
77,0
79,1
68,0

∆(Post-Pre)( %)
7,4
7,3
10,7
5,8
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6
7
8
9
10
11

2, 12
3, 20
8, 17, 25
1, 11
7, 16, 24
6, 15, 23, 25, 27,28

18,6
55,3
70,0
22,6
53,9
38,8

39,9
68,2
85,0
25,1
59,9
55,5

21,3
13,0
15,0
2,5
5,9
16,7

Frame 3. Objectives and questions that students exhibit diculties, even after attending to the
laboratory classes.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we analyzed students' answers to pre and post-tests (Open Question and
DIRECT) where we could identify common diculties in Engineering students about DC
Electric Circuits. These results show they do not have much practical experience with inner
workings of simple circuits.
In the Open Question, results showed an increasing of 18,5 % (part I), 18,5 % (part
II), 7,5 % (part III) in the percentage average of students, between 2013 and 2017. It also
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exhibited diculties cited in literature, as current being consumed and confusion between
current, resistance and voltage. Although these results may reect multiple factors aecting
learning in student laboratory, they show that students do not have experience in qualitative
reasoning. Typically, in traditional lectures, students are asked to solve many homework
exercises or examinations involving numerical calculations. Thus, when confronted with a
qualitative question, they begin by writing down equations and trying to calculate. Using
inquiry activities, we noted that student's answers in post-test are more structured in logic
reasoning and less in formulas, comparing to pre-test.
Through DIRECT, we observed that some diculties persist, like microscopic aspects
of electric current and about the concept of power. These subjects are not deeply treated
in our laboratory, but they are in the lecture's classes. Thus, we could identify conceptual
diculties from other classes. In previous studies, we also have noticed similar diculties
in students of from other courses, using DIRECT and the open question10-13 . Also, between
2013 and 2017, the average percentage of students who score more than half of the test
increased in 10,2 %.
Students show signicant and positive eects during a guided-inquiry laboratory course,
once they structure their answers based on concepts. We also identied a variation in aspects
of student attitudes like: interest, understanding and acceptance. Our experience has shown
that research for improving practice is fundamental to overcome persisting diculties and
is a long-term action. Also, the use of dierent resources such as homework activities on
the internet, videos and computer simulations proved to be useful as supplement materials.
We believe that the improvements and students' diculties pointed in this work could serve
as impulse to the proposal of new activities and inquiry teaching strategies, seeking a wide
student's formation.
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